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Abstract

Abstract

A Czerny Mount double monochromator is used to measure Raman scattered radiation

near 90" from a crystalline, Silicon sample. Incident light is provided by a mixed gas

Kr-Ar laser, operating at 5145 A. The double monochromator is calibrated to true

wavelength by comparison of Kr and Ar emission Une positions (A) to grating position

(A) display [1]. The relationship was found to be hnear and can be described by,

y = 1.219873a; - 1209.32, (1)

where y is true wavelength (A) and xis grating position display (A). The Raman emission

spectra are collected via C"*""*" encoded software, which displays a mV signal from a

Photodetector and allows stepping control of the gratings via an A/D interface. [2]

The software collection parameters, detector temperature and optics are optimised

to yield the best quality spectra. The inclusion of a cryostat allows for temperatmre

dependent capabihty ranging from 4 K to w 350 K.

Silicon Stokes temperatm-e dependent Raman spectra, generally show agreement with

Uterature results [3] in their frequency haxdening, FWHM reduction and intensity increase

as temperature is reduced. Tests reveal that a re-alignment of the double monochromator

is necessary before spectral resolution can approach literature standard. This has not

yet been carried out due to time constraints.
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Chapter 1. Introduction

Chapter 1

Introduction

The field of spectroscopy is vast and intensive. Many different tecfiniques give rise to

a wide array of tools to be used in investigating the properties of various materials.

In this work, our main interest is in vibrational spectroscopy: where vibrations are

caused by the sample molecule absorbing a particular discrete amount of energy from

the illuminating radiation. Two major fields of vibrational Spectroscopy exist and are

commonly employed; Infrared and Raman. Both are rich in terms of the information they

can provide, but axe distinctly complimentary (See Table 1.1) even though they operate

within similar firequency ranges. Selection rules that exist for Infrared (IR) transitions

may be forbidden in the Raman scheme and vice versa. Consequently, an arrangement of

both systems working in tandem may prove to be a more powerful diagnostic tool than

one system alone [4], [5]. Hence, the underlying motivation behind this project was to
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of the Kr/Ar mixed gas laser and to adjust the spectrometer to scan within the range

accessible to Raman Stokes spectra using lines from this laser [6]. Although, both of these

previous projects culminated in an attempt to obtain a Raman scattering spectrum from

crystalline Silicon, neither succeeded.

The work completed for this thesis is presented quasi-chronologically to try to provide

some sense of progression and overall improvement. Thus, some discussion may be briefly

outhned and continued later in other dedicated chapters. Chapter 2 begins with some

basic Raman Theory to provide a "flavour" of the physics involved. The theory focuses on

1st order Raman Scattering since, as alluded to above, the 1st Transverse Optical phonon

mode for Silicon has been extensively studied in the literatmre. The reader is encoiu-aged

to refer to the citations given for more detailed information. Chapters 3 and 4 outline

the instrumentation and experimental methods utilised and include a description of the

method used to calibrate the spectrometer. These chapters also include descriptions of

the original collection optics and sample moimting procedures that were consequently

changed to new arrangements. Following this is a presentation and discussion of sev-

eral diagnostic tests, including the effects of changing software collection parameters and

detector cooUng system settings in chapters 5 and 6 respectively. Chapter 7 presents a

description of the slit optimisation procedure and preliminary Silicon Stokes room tem-

perature spectra. FYom these results it became clear that a re-alignment of the internal

spectrometer optics is necessary before high resolution spectra can be obtained. Chapter

8 presents SiUcon Stokes temperature dependent data and includes some discussion and

comparison to literatm-e. Finally, Chapter 9 includes a brief discussion of the results

and outUnes some possible considerations to further improve the quality of the Raman

spectra obtained by the system.
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Chapter 2

Theory of Raman Scattering

2.1 Overview

Raman Scattering is concerned with the interax;tion of photons with matter. Like any

classical kinematics problem, the two interacting particles may yield an elastic or inelastic

collision. Classically, an elzisticgJly scattered object in a collision with an infinitely

massive object emerges with no gain or loss in energy, while an inelaistically scattered

object gains or loses some energy in the process. Photons interacting with electrons may

also be scattered elastically or inelastically. Elastically scattered photons axe termed

Rayleigh scatter, while inelastically scattered photons are considered as Raman scatter

[5], after C. V. Raman who won the Nobel prize in 1928 for his work. [7]

In elastically scattered Hght, incident photons cause electrons in the sample molecule to

be temporarily excited to a higher energy state. These electrons then decay back to their

original state, releasing a photon of the same incident frequency (see Figure 2.1). The

energy of the incident photon is the same as the scattered photon and is given as;

Eo = huo (2.1)

Here, Ug represents the incident laser frequency. The interacting photon has neither lost

nor gained energy, hence is scattered elastically. In most cases, Rayleigh scattering makes

up only approximately 10~^ - 10~^
[5] of the incident radiation, whereas Raman is much

smaller than this again, comprising only 10"^ - 10~^ of the incident radiation [8], [9].

In Raman scattering the process is very similar to Rayleigh scattering. However, in this
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case the excited electron does not decay to its original state. Instead, it decays to a state

above or below its original state. This impUes that the photon released as the electron

decays, is either of lower or greater energy than the incident photon. Since frequency is

proportional to energy we may write the scattered photon energies as;

Eo = h{uo±Ui). (2.2)

So as we see, the raman scattered terms axe given as functions of shift, uji, from the

incident frequency, Uq. Figure 2.1 describes the two possible Raman scattering cases,

commonly referred to as Stokes and Anti-Stokes radiation. In Stokes Raman scatter-

ing, the electron decays back to a state above its original state, releasing a photon of

lower energy and frequency (uo — uJi) than the incident. For Anti-Stokes scattering the

photon emitted is of higher energy and frequency {uo + Wj) than the incident photon.

This impUes that in a frequency dependent Raman spectrum, Stokes lines occupy the

region to the left of the incident laser line and Anti-Stokes to the right [5].

In phonon Hainan Scattering, the frequency component Ui is representative of

the phonon frequency involved in the scattering event. During the Stokes process the

incident photon (a;o) interacts with the lattice to create a phonon (cjj) and scattered

photon (ujq — UJi), while diuring the Anti-Stokes process the incident photon (a;o) and

a thermal phonon (ui) interact to create the scattered photon (a;p + Wj), essentially

aimihilating the original thermal phonon. (See Figure 2.2). If the phonon population is

initially in thermal equihbrimn at some temperatvire T, then the intensity ratio of the

Stokes to Anti-Stokes lines can be summarised as follows;

I(u!q + UJi) -^"<

-P U-^e'-BT. 2.3

As temperattire approaches absolute zero, the relative intensity of the Anti-Stokes line

vanishes since there are no thermal phonons available to be annihilated. Eqn. 2.3 also
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serves as a means to approximate the temperature of the sample. One simply obtains a

ratio of the Stokes intensity to Anti-Stokes and by utilising the Boltzmann and Planck

constants with the given shift Ui, the corresponding sample temperature follows [10].

2.2 Induced Dipole Moment and Polarisability

Absorption of infrared radiation occurs only when there is a change in the dipole moment

of the molecule during a normal vibration. To be Raman active, the molecular vibration

must include a change in induced dipole moment. This impUes a change in the

polarisability of the molecule. For example, consider an electron cloud placed between

two charged plates. The field between the plates forces a separation of charge and

distortion in the electron cloud. Changing the polarity of the plates causes a change in

the opposite direction. By switching polarity at a given frequency, we create a vibrating,

induced dipole. Similarly, light used in Plaman experiments induces a vibrating dipole

in the sample molecule, at the same frequency of the incident radiation. Invoking the

notation for the incident frequency used in sect. 2.1, we could write the oscillating field

from the laser as [9];

e = eoCos{uJot + 5), (2.4)

where €„ is the incident field ampUtude, Uo represents the incident frequency and 5 is a

phase term.

In classical terms, the scattered radiation is emitted by the vibrating dipole in the form

of electromagnetic waves. The intensity of this radiation depends on the polarisability of

the molecule and the polarisability of the molecule is dependent upon the displacements

of the electrons vmder the influence of the oscillating field from the incident radiation.
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Consequently, the induced dipole moment, fi, can be written as,

H = oce, (2.5)

where a is polarisability and e represents electric field. Of course, since /x and e axe

vectors, the polarisability may be written in terms of a polarisability tensor, given by

a system of 3 coupled equations:

A*i = ctxxEx + ccxyEy + axzEz (2.6)

A^y = ctyxEx + OiyyEy + ayzEz (2.7)

^lz = a^xEx + oczyEy + azzEz- (2.8)

The polarisability tensor has six unique components [9]. If any one of the six change,

the mode is considered Raman active. In other words, a transition is considered Raman

Active if the polarisability of the molecule changes during the vibrations [11].

Generally, the polarisability tensor is symmetric, implying that oflF-diagonal compo-

nents are equal:

Q-xy ^^ Oiyx yZ.\)j

OCyz = Ctzy (2.10)

ttxz = OCzx- (2.11)

This fact may then be used to fiurther simphfy the tensor [9]

.
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Chapter 3

Instrumentation

This chapter includes a description of the instrumentation used to measure emission spec-

tra of crystalline Silicon. The chapter opens with an overview of the double monochro-

mator, laser soiurce and detector. A discussion of different optical arrangements (original

and modified) and computer software foUows.

3.1 Double Monochromator

The monochromator used is a Jarrel-Ash 25-100 Double Czemy- Turner m.o\mt scanning

spectrometer. The gratings used are 1180 lines/mm ruled on a 102 mm by 102 mm slab.

The spectrometer has a focal length of 1.0 m [12].

The double monochromator has a standard layout. Light is passed through an en-

trance sUt entering the first monochromator and is dispersed by the first grating. The

dispersed light then passes through an intermediate slit to a second monchromator where

it is dispersed a second time before being directed toward the exit slit and photodetector,

as shown in Figure 3.1. Consequently, we obtain light that is spatially separated into

frequency components and the exit slit serves to "select" a narrow band of the spectrum

for incidence on the photodetector. Any Ught of the incident laser frequency that man-

ages to pass through the entrance slit is essentially eliminated, thus only components of

scattered Ught axe transmitted through the double monochromator.

Dm-ing routine investigation of the double monochromator Ught path, some problems

were observed when examining the internal optics. The light-path and sUt response did
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Figure 3.1: Double Monochromator Layout.

not seem to correlate exactly as outlined in the instrumentation manual [12], although

it was very difficult to gain access to the optics to judge this. We were axlvised by Dr. R.

Hadd, well known for his work on Raman Scattering in High Tc superconductors using

a similar instrument, that the ahgnment procedmre is extremely onerous and to only

invoke it if deemed absolutely necessary. As will be shown in this thesis, the alignment

procedure, which has not yet been undertaken, will be necessary to obtain high resolution

spectra. Hackl also noted that the gratings were slightly grey in appearance from long

term use and may need to be replax:ed later [13].

3.1.1 Slit Operation

Slit widths, particularly that of the exit slit, axe of significant importance in grating

spectroscopy. They provide the "selectional" capability of the spectrometer to separate

frequency components moving through the system. Hence, reporting their values to a

good deal of precision is required. During this work, the simple act of recording slit sizes

posed a problem. The manual outlined several models with diflFerent calibration schemes

for the graduations marked on the sht assembly. However, the slit assembhes (see Figure
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3.2) on the spectrometer gave no model numbers. Thus, initially we could not identify

the sht assemblies being used on the monochromator and consequently, could not convert

the reading of the number graduations indicated on the sUt scales into an actual slit di-

mension. During the course of the work slit dimensions were recorded via the number of

scale graduations. However, ultimately the time came when actual widths were required.

The following three points outhne how we concluded which model corresponded to that

employed on om spectrometer.

Visual verification: While the manual initially outlines several available slit models,

all photographs, diagrams and descriptions of slit assembhes (entrance, intermediate,

exit) found in fvirther sections of the user manual matched those on the actual system.

Operational verification: The dial and scale readings on the sht assembly while in

normal operation followed the operational description outlined in the appropriate manual

section for the model described above. The manual states that one full revolution on the

sht dial control knob (marked in graduations of 0-100) represents 200 //m (0.2 mm) up

to 500 n (0.5 mm). After this point one full revolution represents 500 /x. This implies

that after 0.5 mm, each revolution adds 0.5 mm. Referring to Figure 3.2, we see that

this gives the entrance and intermediate slits a range of - 4.0 mm and the exit slit a

range of - 3 mm (although 4 appears on the scale!?).

Scale verification: A test was improvised to try to verify that the scheme observed

above was indeed correct. A small piece of 1.0 mm diameter solder wire was placed very

caxefuUy in the lower region (below centre) of the entrance slit jaws. The jaws were then

carefully closed onto the soft wire using the dial control. When fully closed to the width

of the wire the reading was slightly above 1.0 on the main scale, thereby verifying a

known width to the postulated scheme.

It is generally accepted that the resolution of power spectra are directly proportional
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Figure 3.2: Slit control and Scale.

to the exit slit size [3], [14]. As seen later in chapter 7, our best results were found with

the exit sht set at 2.5 mm, which is significantly higher than the 30 /im, 50 /xm, 100 yum

and 200 /xm (0.01 mm, 0.03 mm, 0.05 mm, 0.10 mm and 0.20 mm) used in [3]. This

is discussed further in chapter 7. The theoretical bandwidth of the spectrometer used

in this work seemed on par with typical instruments [15]. To calculate the bandwidth

and ultimately, the minimmn useful shtwidth, one first finds the resolution hmit of the

grating as;

^ = N.g-'-d=l 11^2J!2££ . 102mm = 120 360, (3.1)Au mm ^ '

where N, g and d are the diffraction order, grating period and grating width respectively.

Next, we refer to the spectrometer manual, to find a tj^pical working angle of the grating

near the wavelength of Ught being used [12], in our case w 5145 A. This is given as;

/? = 18° {at 5215 A). (3.2)
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Using /?, g and the focal length, f (1.0 m), of the spectrometer we may find the lateral

dispersion;

-r = ^- cosP = 0.80598 nm/mm. (3.3)
ax f

And finally from the lateral dispersion we can calculate the bandwidth by multiplying it

with the sUt width used. Thus, for the typical 2.5 mm used in this work this impUes a

bandwidth of « 2.01495 nm or 20.15 A. The minimal useful sUt width is reached when

the bandwidth equals the resolution hmit of the grating. Hence is found by;

Ax = — ^-: ^ = 5.30370 fim (3.4)N g-^ -d g- cosfi ^ '

To achieve optimvun resolution of the instrument one should operate as close as possible

to the minimum useful sht width. Clearly that is not the case for the work here, where

the slit dimensions used were orders of magnitude larger. Further discussion on slit and

resolution problems is given in chapter 7.

3.2 Laser and Power Source

Providing a monochromatic point source is a Coherent Innova 90 Kr-Ar mixed gas Laser.

The laser is powered by its own dedicated 240 V mains feed and cooled via a water-jacket

surrounding the gas chamber. This is fed by a 5/8" water hose which requires a minimum

flow rate of 8.3 L/min at 1.8 kg/cm^ and a maximum inlet temperatiure of 35^0. [6]

The laser is capable of emitting several laser lines at different wavelengths and varying

power by selection from a control dial at the rear of the laser. Previous work done by [6]

found these lines include:
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[16] and since scattering intensity is proportional to u^, these factors may be taken

into account to increase signal size [5]. The Holographic Notch Filter (see section 3.4)

required to operate at 4880 A is a significant cost and since this work focused on overall

optimisation of the system, it was decided to continue using the Green 5145 A line.

Following optimisation work, if one were to use the Blue 4880 A Une, sensitivity should

improve.

The temperature of the detector also directly affects its responsivity. During this work

it became necessary to introduce a Peltier coohng arrangement to improve sensitivity and

thermal stabiUty of the detector. A considerable amount of work was done to find the

optimimi setting for the Peltier cooling attachment, the results are discussed in chapter

5-

3.4 Optical Components

Throughout this work no changes were made to the laser model, monochromator, detector

or computer, however, the collection optics were redesigned to allow for extra space to

maneuver components, the addition of optical components and the inclusion of a cryostat

for temperature dependent measurements.

Calibration and optimisation work was carried out on both the original and redesigned

arrangements. In each case all experimental procedures and methods remained the same.

A description of the individual arrangements is given in the following two sub-sections.

3.4.1 Original ('Old') Collection Optics

The first arrangement consisted of a "chamber" which was directly attached to the

monochromator housing with sealed seams. The optical components were attached to its

walls. As seen in Figure 3.3, the propagating laser beam was manipulated to allow the

incident light to strike the sample. This set-up employed translationally fixed mirrors
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Figure 3.3: Schematic showing initial optics arrangement. (Side View).

(could only rotate), the collimator lens had limited travel and no additional optical com-

ponents or cryostat could be added. It was decided to move to a breadboard arrangement

after some calibration and optimisation work had been completed.

3.4.2 Modified ('New') Collection Optics

Providing a base for the new collection optics arrangement is a 3/4" sohd Al plate. 36" x

38" with 1/4" -20 holes tapped on a 1" square grid pattern. All post stands have double

slotted baseplates which allow for secm-e fixing of heavy components anywhere on the

breadboard [17]. The breadboard and post stands were designed and machined in house

in order to be cost effective. The coverage of the board also allows generous space for

additional optics and a cryostat. As seen in Figmre 3.4, this arrangement manipulates

the laser path so that the incident hght strikes the sample at an angle of approximately

25°-30° from the plane of the sample face and the scattered radiation is collected neau

90°. This is similar to the arrangements proposed by [18] and [19]. To protect the optics

from any stray/ambient hght, an in-situ cover was made from a large cardboard box.

The interior of the box was painted with black, flat finish paint and had dark absorbant

felt placed between box edges and any apparatus contaxit seams.
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Figure 3.4: System schematic showing fined optics arrangement (Top View). Neutral

Density Filter and Focus Lens, optional.

3.4.3 Cold-Finger Cryostat and Sample Stage

Implementation of a cryostat allowed temperatiu^e dependent Raman measurements to

be carried out on samples. Raman spectra could be collected at temperatin-es as low as

4K and beyond 293K. The cryostat consists of a copper cold-finger fed with a monitored

flow of Uquid Helium or Nitrogen which cools the sample via thermal contact. The

sample stage and chamber is shown in Figure 3.5. An integrated heating coil allows

measurement at any "intermediate" temperature by providing a small amount of heat

energy, balanced with appropriate monitoring of the cryogen flow. Temperatiures above

293K are also accessible by omitting the use of any cryogen and simply using the heating

element. However, the heater and associated thermocouple cannot exceed 350 K [20].

Incident laser radiation is directed through a small 1.5" quartz window, allowing scat-

tered radiation to be collected via a 2.0" quartz window at 90°. A vacuum flange opposite

the incident window provides the means to evacuate the sample chamber. Typical values

for the operating vacuum were on the order of 10~^ - 10~^ torr.

During preliminary work it was foimd that using liquid Nitrogen proved problematic.

The higher density Uquid (relative to Helium) requires a dewax that is capable of being

pressurized beyond 10-12 psi to allow for sufiicient flow through the transfer tube to cool
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the cryostat down to 77K. It is more favourable to use liquid Helium, which is much easier

to transer and control the flow. Liquid Nitrogen temperatures or any other intermediates

can be obtained by utilizing the integrated heater and monitoring the flow of Helium (via

pressvurization of the He storage dewar with He gas and the use of a flow meter). During

low temperature runs care needed to be taken to prevent damage caused by frost forming

on and axound the cryostat. A Variac power supply connected to a heating jacket on the

cryostat provided adequate protection.

3.4.4 Filtering

Filtering is an extremely important part of any optics system and is especially important

in a Raman set-up. The typical ratio of Raman (inelastic) scattered radiation to incident

radiation is on the order of 10~^ - 10~^
[9], [4]. Thus, even though a double monochro-

mator arrangement provides a good deal of "wavelength selection", careful filtering of

unwanted components is required to maximise the amount of scattered light that reaches

the detector. Specifically, for Raman scattering the two significant components that must

be eliminated are: Plasma Emission Lines and Elastically Scattered light.

Reflected light is easily eliminated by directing the reflected beam to a laser stop ar-

rangement.

Plasma emission lines are a direct result of stimulation of electrons inside the excita-

tion chamber. The large potential (V) acting across the Kr-Ar gas stimulates electrons

to higher transitional states at varying wavelengths (frequencies). Consequently, an In-

tensity vs. Wavelength spectrum would show peaks of varying intensities across the

wavelength range. Since we axe solely interested in the Intensity vs. Wavelength spec-

trum of the sample being measured, these plasma lines must be eliminated or they could

potentially distort the Raman spectrum of the sample. Common procedure dictates the

use of a high quality bandpass filter to achieve this. An Oriel 52660 #3 bandpass filter

was placed directly in front of the Green 5145 A laser source. The filter with a bandwidth
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of 10 A allows only a narrow band of light to pass through, centred at 5147 A [21].

The scattered radiation passes through a Holographic Notch Filter before entering the

monochromator. The role of the notch filter is to eUminate elastically scattered (Green)

light. A Kaiser Optical Systems, Super Holo-Notch filter at 5145 A is employed. A half-

width of 100 A impUes that it eUminates light in the approximate range of 4195 A to

5195 A [22]. This is clearly an appropriate Bandpass and Notch-Filter pair, since the

acceptance range of 5142 A - 5152 A lies well within the notch cut-out range of 4195 A

to 5195 A.

A Neutral Density filter was used to reduce the overall intensity of radiation when

scanning near or across the laser Une. These filters act in a similar manner to partial

mirrors. Some Ught is allowed through the filter and the rest is reflected back. The

nmnber quoted on each filter states how much (%) of incident light is transmitted through

the filter. For instance, a 0.7 Neutral Density filter blocks 99.3% of the incident radiation.

I.e. 0.7% is transmitted.

3.4.5 Lenses £ind Mirrors

Mirrors used in both the original and modified optical arrangements were salvaged from

the donated system since they were of good quality. Inspection of the mirrors showed

that they were coated for optimum reflection, ideal for use with laser systems. Two lenses

were used in the modified optical setup: One colUmator lens and one Miyoto f/8, 55 mm

camera lens which served to capture and focus the scattered light onto the entrance sUt

plane. Refer to Figure 3.4.

A double-convex lens was also used to focus light fi:om mirror #1 into the cryostat

and onto the sample surface. However, the double monochromator seemed particularly

sensitive to any alignment changes and no apparent gains were realised from its use.

A cyUndrical lens would be another choice for future improvements, since the incident

Ught strikes the sample by glancing across it and causes an elongated iUumination spot.
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Concentrating the illumination spot allows one to select nice areas on a sample surface

containing imperfections, however, one must take care to avoid surface heating eflFects

which could be detrimental to the measured Raman spectra. This is usually not a

problem, especially for solid samples, as the threshold for adverse heating effects (melting)

is approximately 400 mW (0.8 //m spot size, 5145 A Unearly polarised) [23]. In this work,

power near the sample svuface was usually maintained at approximately 75 mW and never

exceeded 100 mW. Low temperature measiurements in this work were carried out using

laser powers in the range of 66.2 mW - 87.7 mW, with an elongated (oval) illumination

spot that measiured approximately 2.5 mm by 1.0 mm. An elongated or line focus can be

used on samples with near perfect siurfaces to reduce the power density. This is especially

useful for low temperatvire measurements.

3.5 Computer Control and Software

A 0++ encoded program designed by [2] is used to collect and display the Raman power

spectra. The windows interface allows the user to select the range and collection settings

of the detector. The five important settings are: Check Motor Interval, Motor Stop

Delay, Delay While Gathering, Photomultiplier Wait Time, and Readings Per Sample.

Check Motor Interval controls the "frequency of checks" at which the computer verifies

the motor has stopped. The Motor Stop Delay serves to avoid any problems from motor

drift. After the program detects the motor has moved to the next wavelength position and

stopped, the computer waits for the specified time to ensure it has completely stopped.

The program then waits again for the user specified. Delay While Gathering, which then

allows the photodetector to adjust to the new wavelength position. Following this, the

software then begins collecting intensity data for the dmration of the PhotomultipUer

wait time. If more than one (1) Reading Per sample is specified, the sampling process is

repeated until complete. Using multiple Readings per sample at a particular wavelength
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point results in a much higher overall count. This is due to the software which adds gill

readings at a particular wavelength position and displays the sum result. This implies

that the reading at that point has a much higher signal to bax^kground ratio, hence

yielding a "smoother" plot. The program then moves on to the next specified wavelength

and the entire process is repeated [2]. These parameters and the collection process are

explained further in chapter 5.

For each wavelength selected within the specified range, an intensity measurement in

mV is displayed via the detector and software. All points collected make up the Raman

spectrum which gives a plot of scattered intensity (arb. units) vs. wavelength (A).

The wavelength data is readily converted to frequency (cm~^) by a simple conversion

calculation.
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Chapter 4

Experimental Methods and Procedures

4.1 Plasma Line Scans

As introduced in Sect. 3.4.4, Plasma or emission lines are a consequence of electronic

transitions made by stimulated ions in the laser's excitation chamber. Since these lines

are caused by well known quantum mechanical processes they are essentially the same

for any laser of the same type. Minor variations may exist for different temperatinres

[24]. However, this can be controlled using a cooling arrangement as outhned in Sect.

3.2. Since the emission Unes provide a universal standard, they were employed to find

the relationship between Wavelength displayed or "Monochromator Wavelength" and the

True Wavelength.

It was foimd that the best plasma hne scans were taken with the laser power set

at approximately 8.5 mW, with no neutral density filters in place. The neutral filters

introduced noise that made viewing of the plasma Unes difficult or impossible. This

effect is demonstrated in Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2 Once a scan had been taken, it could

then be calibrated approximately using a linear equation found by [2] or [6]. These are

summarised in Table 4.1 below. The reader is encouraged to read references, [2] and

[6] for more information on the calibration method used to calculate each calibration

equation. This graph could then be compared to literature values by super-imposing the

literature peaks (emission lines) onto the experimental peaks found for the Plasma line

scan. By using the cursor position in the graphing software, pairs of points could be

found that correlate to (Monochromator A, True A) = (X,Y). This then provided a basis
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Figure 4,1: EflFect of Neutral Density Filters on Plasma Scans. 1.00s sample time per

data point.
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monochromator wavelength. Shifted from the true 5145A laser line. Thus, referring to

Table 4.2, this shift is converted to true wavelength using;

y = 1.219873 • (5324.51 A) - 1209.32 A = 5285.91 A = 18918.23 crrT^. (4.1)

The 5145 A laser line is located at;

5145 A = 19436.35 cm-\ (4.2)

Thus, the shift from the Laser line for the P' TO phonon mode is given as;

19436.35 cnT^ - 18918.23 cm"^ = 518.11 cm-\ (4.3)

which is in reasonable agreement with the literature values given above. Note that in

Table 8.1 the same phonon is foimd at 521 cm~^ at 293 K. As will be discussed in chapter

7, this variation in identifying the peaJc centre is likely the result of poor resolution.

Other fits, such as exponential or logarithmic can be used. However, it was found

that over the range of eax;h scan done the exponential or log fit was essentially linear

throughout the range and there was no apparent advantage in changing to a non-linear

regression. Consequently, we are left with a simple linear relationship between the True

wavelength (y) and that displayed by the Monochromator (x).

4.2 Sample Mount and Stage (Pre-Cryostat)

Prior to installing the cryostat, samples were mounted on an X-Y-Z stage arrangement

with a heavy base for vibration isolation and stability. An arm projecting from the

apparatus allows for the attachment of a rotating sample stage. The rotation may be

used to vary the angle of incidence of the illuminating Ught. See Figvire 4.4. The sample
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Sample Mount I
XYZ Controls

Base

Figure 4.4: X-Y-Z and sample stage.

may be attached to the sample stage surface via vacuum grease. However, the best results

were obtained by using a mount that spatially separated the sample from the sample

stage surface. This was achieved by mounting a small brass pin via epoxy, perpendicular

to the sample stage surface. The sample could then be glued to the tip of the pin.

Dark absorbant foam on the stage surface provided protection from stray reflections

contributing to the scattered image and entering the monochromator with the scattered

light. The grease mounting arrangement and sample pin mount are shown in Figure 4.5.

Of course, when using the cryostat sample stage, the best method is the one that provides

the most thermal contact with the cold-finger. Hence, the grease mount arrangement was

used with the cryostat.

4.3 Silicon

Following initial calibration work, attempts to meastue the Raman spectrum of crys-

talline Silicon were undertaken. Silicon possesses a bi-atomic basis per unit cell, with a

Diamond or Face-Centred structure. It belongs to the O^ space group, thereby having
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/

Figure 4.5: Two Different Sample Mounts. Grease mount on left, pin mount on right.

only one 1** order Raman active phonon mode located at the zone centre (k=0) [25]. It's

simple structm-e has been extensively studied in the literature, thus provides a definitive

comparison for the work completed here. The goal of this section was to see if a Raman

spectrum of the P* TO phonon mode could be viewed. This would provide a starting

point from which optimisation work could begin.

Initially, the Sihcon wafer sample was mounted using the vacuum grease arrangement

as outUned above (Figrn-e 4.5). It was estimated that the laser made an incident angle

with the Si of approximately 40°. The resulting spectrum showed no visible evidence of

any optical modes. Upon fmrther inspection it was fovmd that laser hght was not only

striking the sample, but also the sample stage surface. This created a secondary contri-

bution to the collected light. Not only was scattered hght entering the monochromator

from the Silicon wafer, it was also coming from reflected/scattered hght via the sample

stage surface.

When the incident angle was changed to approximately 25° [27] and the "Pin Moimt"

described above was used, the spectrum shown in Figure 4.6 was observed under the

same collection settings. Although of poor quahty, the Sihcon TO phonon mode is

visible. Having made these changes it was decided that the next cornrse of action would
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Figure 4.6: First Silicon scan. 10.0s sampling time per data point.
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be to undertake the optimisation of the software settings designed by [2], which had never

been carried out.
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Chapter 5

Optimisation of Collection Software Settings

To obtain good quality spectra, one must be sure to collect under the best possible

conditions. An important fact to consider is the "wait-time" imder which samphng

occiurs. This system uses a number of collection parameters which are used to control

different aspects of the collection process. Ultimately, the goal of this chapter is to show

the overall nature of the collection parameters and how they affect the quahty of spectra

obtained. For this reason, since we need to know how they affect spectra in an objective

maimer, sihcon was abandoned for the time being and all measurements were taken using

the 5308.7 A Plasma hne.

5.1 Collection Parameters Explained

The C"*""*" program designed by [2] allows for manual adjustment of five (5) separate

collection parameters, provided to the user in Preference windows. They are;

• CMI, Check Motor Interval (Check Motor Stop)

• MSD, Motor Stop Delay

• DWG, Delay While Gathering

• PWT, Photomultiplier wait time

• R/S, Readings per Sample

CMI and MSD make up the two "pre-collection parameters". CMI sets the interval

at which the program checks to see if the motor has stopped, a setting too high greatly
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increases the scan time required, while a very low setting limits the abihty of the computer

to physically check the counter at a given wavelength. MSD controls the time to wait

after detecting that the motor has stopped. This allows for compensation of any drift in

the motor after the power is cut.

The actual sampling period takes place after the MSD period and is controlled by

three other "collection parameters" namely, DWG, PWT and R/S. The DWG follows

the MSD and allows for manipulation of the time for the detector to adjust to a partic-

ular wavelength. Once adjusted, the computer then waits for the PWT period, where

intensity data is collected via the photomultiplier for the wavelength of interest. It is also

advantageous to have more than one Reading per Sample at a paxticular point, hence the

R/S setting can be set to collect only once or up to 255 times at a particular wavelength.

On multiple Readings per Sample, the software waits for the specified PWT and then

repeats the PWT reading up to the user defined R/S. The result is a cumulative, larger

overall reading resulting in a better ratio of signal to background.

Of course, increasing any and all collection parameters yields a much higher net wait

time per wavelength sampled. Thus, depending on the size of the scanning region it may

be useful to minimize or find the most optimum (smallest time, high quality) settings for

the collection parameters. Thereby, allowing one to scan in the most efficient manner. It

was decided after some initial work to focvis on optimising the three dominant collection

parameters; DWG, PWT and R/S. CMI and MSD were left to their default values of

0.1s and 1 s respectively. A CMI period of 0.1s was seen as a good operational setting

since it provided a relatively high "frequency of checks" , to verify the motor was stopped

and was not extremely low (i.e. 0.01s). The MSD was left at 1.0 s since, any motor drift

could always be compensated by a slightly higher DWG.

Given in Table 5.1 are the two groups of tests designed to find the optimum settings

of the three dominant collection parameters and discern their overall effect on the spec-

trum. Tests 1-4 were designed to understand the relationship between PWT and R/S
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TEST NO.
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Figure 5.1: Photomultiplier Wait Time (Read t) vs. Reading per Sample (Read -^):

Using 5308.TA Plasma Line.
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of increasing the R/S by reading across.

The obvious eflFects of increasing the PWT to a high setting are a much higher overall

photon count (intensity) and a smoother curve. This is most evident at low (MIN) R/S

settings, as seen in Figure 5.1. At higher (MAX) R/S settings, significant increases in

PWT have much less effect on "smoothness" and seem only to increase the overall photon

count or intensity. Similarly, at low PWT settings a dramatic increase in photon count

and smoothness can be obtained by a large increase in the R/S setting. However, at high

PWT the effect of a comparable R/S setting is much more subtle.

Thus, we are left with two possible ways in which to optimise the spectrum to yield

a given number of total counts via manipulation of PWT and R/S. Namely,

• Low PWT with relatively high R/S

• High PWT with relatively low R/S

This begs the question: Which one is the most efficient? Note that the spectrum with

PWT MAX, R/S MIN has approximately the same number of total counts as the spec-

trum with PWT MIN, R/S MAX.

The answer to this came after some work was completed on a "scan time" estimate

equation. It was necessary to find a reasonably accurate means of estimating the ap-

proximate scan time, since the software used a running average method. This implied

that the time to completion was calculated by averaging the time taken to scan thus far

and then using this to approximate the time left in the scan. This was problematic since

the estimate changed firom point to point, especially at the start of the measurement

and one needed to be present for quite some time before a good approximation could

be displayed. Also, if an approximation of the scan time could be made before the ex-

periment was initiated, then this would provide much more control over scheduling and

management of experimental work.

After some simple calculations based on scans already completed, it was found that
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the scan time equation could be broken into three parts: collection time, movement time

and a "tax" that increased with the number of Readings Per Sample (R/S), apparently a

consequence of repeating collection measurements at a particular point and the increased

communication time between software and the A/D card. This "tax" was found by

Unearly approximating the relationship between the additional time not accounted for

by the first two components and the number of R/S. This yielded the final approximation

for scan time in seconds (typically accurate to better than 1 %), given as;

T, = N- [DWG + MSD + {PWT i?,)] + ^^~!!^'g^'^^ + N [0.263655 • i?,] (5.1)

where MSD, DWG, PWT, R/S = R^ are defined as before. N represents the number of

points in the scan, A represents the increment from point to point and MS stands for

"monochromator speed" read in A/min. from a dial on the double monochromator. Since

the increase in the number of R/S impUed a significant increase in the overall scan-time,

it was clear the the most efficient manner in which to scan was by using a High PWT

with a relatively lower R/S setting.

Shown in Figure 5.2 are the test resvilts comparing the effects of PWT and DWG.

As outlined above, the four plots axe arranged such that the effect of increasing PWT is

shown by reading up and the effect of increasing DWG is seen by reading across. As in the

previous group of tests, the obvious effect of increasing the PWT is a significant increase

in intensity or photon count. This is evident at low and high DWG settings. There seems

to be little effect of increasing DWG at high PWT. A sUghtly "smoother" section is seen

on the Plasma Line pealc, however, this may simply be due to one anomolous point. The

only significant observation is that at low DWG and low PWT, a "lag" or onset feature

appears in the plot. This makes sense since, the DWG featmre controls the time at which

the computer waits before the PWT or actual collection. Hence, at low DWG with a high

PWT the time the detector needs to recover between samplings is negligible compared to
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Figure 5.2: Photomultiplier Wait Time (Read T) vs. Delay While Gathering (Read -^):

Using 5308.7 A Plasma Line.
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Figure 5.3: Varying Delay While Gathering.

the long counting time while sampling. However, at low DWG times and a low PWT the

detector recovery time is significant compared to the collection time. A more detailed

investigation shown in Figure 5.3 shows the nature of this effect. Clearly, the figure shows

a sHght oscillatory drifting nature. The best or narrowest peak seems to occur with a

DWG setting close to 1.00s. Although due to the oscillating nature in DWG a setting

anywhere between 0.7s and 1.7s would seem appropriate. This oscillatory nature is likely

due to fluctuations in dark count. The important point is that a low DWG such as 0.5 s

gives an artificially broadened peak due to the fact that the detector is unable to recover

properly between readings.
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5.3 Software Settings

Overall, significant progress was made in regards to characterising the collection settings.

Typical scan parameters were set to the values given in Table 5.2 below. Scans using these

Collection Parameter
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Figure 5.4: Rising effect: Electronics related? 63.75 s sampling time per point (2.55s,

25 readings).
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Chapter 6

Need for Thermal Stability: Peltier Cooling

Following the work completed on optimising the detection software settings, attention

was then turned to maximizing the quality of silicon stokes spectra and then adding the

ability to subtract a dark count or background which is also included in eax:;h scan.

The dark count can be measured in two ways. Some systems incorporate a shutter

that measiures the dark count (detector only, no illumination) following the full inten-

sity measiu-ement at the same wavelength. This alternating procedure continues until

essentially two measm-ements are teiken at each wavelength yielding two (2) Intensity

vs. Frequency power spectra; one representing the background or dark count and one

representing the combined signal, which includes any structure present. Alternatively, a

complete scan can be taken separately for each of the background and overall intensity.

In this case, it is beneficial to complete the two scans as temporally close as possible;

thus, reducing any possible influence from changes that can occur from one scan to the

next. The latter procedure was employed for the work reported here.

During initial work it became evident that a problem existed with the power spectra

measured to date. An overall rising structure was noted in the spectrum as wavelength

(and time) increased. This was shown previously in Figure 5.4. In scanning for the

Silicon stokes line one expects to find a flat baseline supporting a sole peak, such as that

found in [3]. Clearly in Figure 5.4, this is not the case. In fact when another backgroimd

scan was taken directly following a sihcon stokes scan under the same conditions the

bax:kgroimd was found to be of higher intensity than the sihcon stokes peak and base-

line, as seen in Figvire 6.1. Initially it was thought that there was simply some kind of
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Figure 6.1: Silicon Stokes scan showing darkcount of higher intensity. 63.75s sampUng

time per data point.

lag or settling period associated with the detection electronics, as this haxi been noted

in other systems in the past [28]. Thus, to test this, background scans were taken at

three different intervals spanning over 22 hours. These results are presented in Figure

6.2 and seem to indicate a settling period that is somewhere in the region of 3 to 22

hours or higher. Although it seemed very long to wait before the detector was stable,

a stokes scan and background were taken following a 22 hour wait. The results are

shown in Figure 6.3. Notice the extremely high background. Another scan taken at a

different position on the crystal face, under similar conditions is shown in Figure 6.4. It

was thought that perhaps the previous position on the Silicon face was promoting more

elastically scattered (laser) light into the monochromator, hence higher overall counts.

Now the second scan shows a non-linear baseline and a rising background scan. Clearly,

thermal stability and/or sensitivity of the detection electronics had now become another

issue that had to be addressed, since these two scans performed under similar conditions

showed that results were non-reproducible. Cooling the detector would imply control
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Figure 6.4: Stokes scan on new crystal face position. 63.75s sampling time per data

point.

over any thermal instability since the temperature of the detector and electronics could

be actively regulated. It also gives the added advantages of providing a slight increase

in sensitivity and lowering the dark count. For this model {Electron Tubes P 10232) the

Quantum Efficiency and consequently, sensitivity is a function of temperature, as shown

below. For every drop in "C, the detector gains some efficiency.

Q.E. gain = +(0.06 0.08)^ -rC Drop), (6.1)

for the Bi-Alkali photomultipher operating at 5145 A, giving a 3.3 % - 4.4 % (assuming an

operating temperature of -55°C) increase in efficiency over the 18 % discussed in section

3.3. The background or daxk count also drops to a minimum of « 10 - 32 counts per

second at 0°C or below. [16] The improvements following implementation of the cooling

system are clearly evident and are presented in the next section.
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6.1 Spectrsd Improvement

Detector cooling is provided with an in-house produced Peltier attachment. This is a

simple solid state device that allows heat to be pmnped across an array (wall) of semi-

conductor cells surrounding the detector. Heat is pumped in the direction of current

flow and for the arrangement used in this work, a water jacket flowing around the solid

state cooling elements provided an improved heat sink for the detector or heat source.

A tj^jical temperatm-e gradient across the source and sink is approximately -60°C [29].

Consequently, depending on the temperature of the cold water supplying the jacket, the

detector could easily be cooled to more than -55°C.

The system iised a cooling dial setting (0-10) which varied the amount of cmrent

passing through the solid state device. More current flow implied more heat could be

pumped away from the detector and that lower temperatiu-es could be reached. The

actual temperatiue near the detector is found by measuring the resistance across a plat-

iniun reference coil and comparing this to a standard value. At 0°C the resistance is

measured as 100 fi and each subsequent drop in temperature correlates to a unit drop in

resistance. 1°C = 0.385 Q,. For example, a resistance measiuement of 92.3 Q impUes the

detector temperature is approximately -20 °C [6].

The first Silicon Stokes spectrum and background was taken with the cooUng dial set

at 4.47/10.00. The result is shown in Figure 6.5. A number of key differences are noted.

First, the sensitivity has increased significantly as evident by the ratio of peak (max)

to background. In fact, using xmgr^ graphing software, the ratio of peak to background

is calculated as approximately 3.7266. Secondly, the background scan is essentially flat

within the noise, across the entire range as would be expected over a small range of

wavelengths.
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Figure 6.5: Silicon Stokes spectrum; cooling set at 4.47 (w -39.2 °C). Solid line shows
daxkcount subtracted from combined signal. 63.75s collection time per

point.

The next step was to find the best working temperatiu-e ranges for the detector since

its sensitivity is a function of temperature, which is in tiu-n a function of current applied

(cooHng dial setting). Some select results are summarized in Table 6.1. Prom Table 6.1,

COOLING DIAL
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The most important preliminary aspects of the system, such as;

• CaUbration; Monochromator wavelength (A) vs. True wavelength (A).

• Collection settings optimisation

• Sensitivity and thermal stability of detector

had thus been established. The next goal was to improve resolution of the spectra prior

to including the capabiUty to carry out low temperature Raman spectra measmrements

(4K - 293K+) within the system.
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Chapter 7

Slit Optimisation and Resolution

Prior to completing temperature dependent Silicon Stokes measiirements, some work

was carried out on optimising slit widths (narrowest exit possible) and gaining an im-

derstanding of their influence on the spectrum. The hope was to carry out temperature

dependent SiUcon Stokes measurements with high enough resolution that they could be

readily compared with Uterature [3], [14], [25], [26].

7.1 Slit Trends

The intermediate sUt was foimd to influence the spectral shape profoundly. Closing down

this sUt showed remarkable "selectional" ability. This trend is shown in Figure 7.1 (a),

where the intermediate slit is varied from 1.5 mm - 3.5 mm. Closing the intermediate

sUt to less than 1.25 mm shows a significant reduction in signal strength, as presented

in Figure 7.1 (b). Entrance and Exit slits were held constant and fairly wide at 2.5

mm each. The intermediate sht seems to be a major defining factor for determining the

spectral band promoted through the spectrometer. Wide, flat peaks imply a "selection

baxid" or "bandwidth" that is significantly broad with respect to the phonon mode or

line itself. In such a case, as the selection band is moved ax:ross the scanning range there

wiU be a number of points that report back the same approximate intensity. A selection

band that is fairly narrow would select the points more discretely and give rise to a more

well defined peak or spectral output, especially around the mode's (peak) centre. This

is demonstrated in Figure 7.2. Intuitively, this selectional abihty of the intermediate

slit makes some sense, since fight entering the monochromator is aheady diffrax;ted once
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Effect of Exit Slit on Stokes Spectra
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Figure 7.3: Exit slit trend. Entr., Inter. = 2.5 mm, 1.375 mm repectively. (25.0s

sampling time per point).

before being directed toward the intermediate slit, where a small band is "selected" to

pass into the second monochromator.

The trend of the exit and entrance slits also demonstrated some interesting behaviour.

For example, referring to Figure 7.3 we see the effect of opening the exit sUt successively

wider. Notice the shift toward lower wavelengths of the peak centre and drastic increase

in signal strength. The intermediate slit and entrance slits are fixed at 1.375 mm and

2.500 mm respectively. As the exit slit is opened in increments of 0.5 mm from 1.5 mm

to 3.0 mm, it causes a ~ 1.04 A negative shift in wavelength of the peak centre. As can

be expected the ratio of peak to background is increased, however the half-width only

increases by a maximum of w 0.05 A. It was thought that the exit slit would have a

much more dramatic effect on the spectral resolution or half width of spectra. [12] states

that full intensity should be possible with slits as small as lO/xm and from Figure 7.3 we

clearly see a dramatic decrease in signal with the sUts as large as 2.0 mm.

In contrast to the exit sUt, the entrance sht shows a trend of shift in peak centre
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since it was advised that the procedure was extremely time-consuming (see sub-section

3.1.1). Thus, it was decided to proceed with obtaining temperature dependent measure-

ments to demonstrate the cryostats viability, even though it was known that the spectral

resolution of these scans would be below literature standard.

7.2 Optimised Silicon Stokes Peak

Immediately prior to beginning temperature dependent runs a final spectrum was ob-

tained with what were decided as the best settings. The selection criteria used to obtain

the best sUt settings was based on Figure 7.1, Figure 7.3 and Figure 7.4 and other work

completed on attempting to characterise the influence of the various slits. Ideally, the

best settings would provide a great deal of sensitivity or High ratio of peak to background

(Ratio in Table 7.1) and a narrow FWHM (good resolution). Table 7.1 below summa-

rizes these results taken directly from each plot without any mathematical fitting. Table

Exit
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Chapter 8

Silicon Stokes Temperature Dependent

Data and Analysis

Figure 8.1 shows silicon stokes spectra taken at a variety of temperatm-es. The 4K

spectrum was measured first, followed by warming to intermediate temperatures of 77K

and 150K. The 293K room temperature spectrum was taken last, after leaving the system

to warm up overnight. The upward shift of the background is thought to be caused by

an ice film or similar layer forming over the surface of the siUcon sample. This may

indicate that even with vacuum pressiures on the order of 10"^ torr, it is not sufficient to

prevent moisture or gases present in the cryostat chamber from collecting and freezing on

the sample face. This could be remedied by warming up to room temperatmre between

measurements (note that the 293K and 4K ciurve are not affected by this problem) or by

switching to a UHV (10~^ - 10~^° torr) arrangement. At this level any residual particles

present should be at a neghgible level. In fact, [28] had noticed this behaviom: in previous

Raman low temperature experimental work. In Figiue 8.2 the additional background is

subtracted. Although the resolution is very low, a mathematical fit was performed on the

temperature dependent data in order to examine whether any influence of the decreasing

temperatm-e could be observed. The poor resolution, however, resulted in peaks that are

much more "triangular" than "Lorentzian" and thus, the fits were relatively poor. The

fit results are given in Table 8.1. The fitting program, REFCAL could only approximate

the peak centres to the nearest A, whereas it actually varies from w 5325.3 to « 5326.2.

Table 8.1 hsts the actual peak centre positions, as opposed to those foimd by REFCAL,

since they are more representative of the actual position.
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resolution we were able to detect this small effect shows the accuracy of the calibration

of the system and suggests that once the resolution problem has been resolved, research

grade Raman spectra will be obtained with this system.

The absolute error associated with the temperatiure dependent frequency shift is esti-

mated to be on the order of ± 2-3 cm~\ since the resolution problem maJces it extremely

diflScult to pinpoint the Stokes peak shift with any reasonable accm-acy. For example,

in section 4.1 the shift is found to be 518.11 cm~^ with an exit sUt width of 3.00 mm,

however, in Table 8.1 the Stokes shift is found to be 521.10 cm~^ (or « 521 cm~^) with

an exit sUt width of 2.50 mm. The relative error under similar experimental conditions

is estimated to be on the order of 0.3% and is included in Figure 8.3.

In the work produced here, well defined spectra were only obtained with the exit

slit set at 2.5 mm or higher, which is much wider than the 10 /xm suggested by the

monochromator manual [12] and also wider than the 30 /xm slit used by [3]. A significant

reduction in the operational slit sizes would provide much higher resolution in Haman

spectra and consequently, allow peak centres and the FWHM to be measured with greater

accvu"acy and be compared with literature values.
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Chapter 9

Conclusions and Future Considerations

Overall the project was successful in moving toward a research grade system, capable

of measiu-ing accurate temperature dependent Raman spectra. This is shown by the

significant progress made in;

• updating the collection optics to include a cryostat,

• calibrating the double monochromator output to within 1-2 cm~^ of Uterature val-

ues,

• and optimisation and characterisation of the sUts, the Peltier cooUng unit, and the

software collection parameters.

While significant improvement in overall spectral quaUty and reproducibihty was achieved

over the course of this work, due to time constraints, several procedures which are crucial

and/or highly desirable for obtaining research grade spectra remain to be addressed by

future users of the system.

The greatest hiurdle to overcome lies in the form of the proposed spectrometer re-

alignment. All evidence discussed in chapter 7 suggests that successful completion of

this procedure would yield significant improvement in spectral resolution. If in fact, this

can be reduced to 2 - 4 cm~^ [3], [14], temperatm-e dependent Raman scattering mea-

surements of new materials can be carried out.

Assuming the re-ahgnment is undertalcen, one may also consider the replacement of

the existing gratings, if this were a viable option at that time. It was noted by [13] that the
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gratings were "dull and grey" in appearance, thereby inhibiting full intensity throughput.

Further improvement can be achieved through a change of detectors and/or incident

wavelength. In the Green range (5145 A) the Bi-Alkali photomultiplier only operates

with « 18 % efficiency. This increases to ?» 25 % in the Blue (4880 A) region [16]. There

axe other detectors commercially available that would give a much larger output and are

significantly more efficient in either the Green or Blue range [28].

Lastly, cyhndrical focusing optics as suggested by [3] would serve to improve the focus

of the scattered image on the entrance sUt. This would be a fairly significant improvement

over the traditional spherical optics employed presently to focus/captvue the scattered

radiation from the sample in question. This is because the laser or incident radiation

glances across the svirface of the silicon (or other sample) and thus, the spherical optics

focus an oval or "elongated" image on the entrance sUt. Ideally a finely focused, small

"dot" would give the best results.

If any one of these changes could be implemented it would certainly improve the

existing system. However, as it stands the arrangement exhibits significant potential as

a research apparatus for Vibrational Spectroscopy.
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Appendix A

Plasma Line Literature Values and Data

As outlined in section 4.1, plasma emission lines were compared to literatm-e [1] by

obtaining a good quality plasma line scan over a given range and then superimposing

their positions on the hterature values. To identify the Uterature values with those

obtained in the plasma Une scans, one first had to calibrate the plasma hues obtained by

using a previous, rough calibration found by [2] or [6] and then attempting to identify

the possible emission hues tabulated in the literature. The process was essentially cychc,

since as more Unes were identified a more acciurate calibration could be found. This

caUbration could be used to re-caUbrate and identify more emission lines, which yielded

a more accurate calibration equation etc.

Emission lines were identified to the left (wavelength) of the laser hne and to the

right. Referring to Figxure 4.3, we see that the monochromator was calibrated over a 643

o

A range. The 43-point cahbration equation given in Table 4.2 was typically accurate to

1-2 cm~^ The 43-point calibration imphed, forty three emission Unes were identified in

plasma Une scans; 20 were found to the left of the laser Une (Figvire A.l) and 23 were

found to the right of the laser line (Figiue A.2).

Some Unes are easily identified from Figure A.l and Figure A.2, however, many of

the emission lines are of low relative intensity and hence, difficult to view in a scale

which shows all lines. Therefore, aU lines that were identified are given in Table A.l for

reference.
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